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1. Executive Summary 

The FutureTrust project’s ambition is to evolve digital authenticity and trust and to provide near 

deployment-ready (TRL 7) infrastructure demonstrators for business and government services. 

Pivotal factors to the success of such endeavours are not only technological brilliance, but also 

the proper planning of disseminating, exploiting and protecting the results. This report provides 

an overview of the current status of the consortium partners’ plans regarding results handling. 

Furthermore it provides an overview of options and challenges. 
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2.4 Table of Figures 

No figures are used in this report. 

 

2.5 Table of Tables 

No tables are used in this report. 

 

2.6 Table of Acronyms 

AGPL Affero Gnu Public License 

BSD Berkeley Software Distribution (License) 

EUPL European Union Public License 

GPL Gnu Public License 

IPR Intellectual Property Right(s) 

LGPL Lesser Gnu Public License 

TCO Total Cost of Owership 
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3. Project Description 

Against the background of the regulation 2014/910/EU on electronic identification (eID) and 
trusted services for electronic transactions in the internal market (eIDAS), the FutureTrust 
project, which is funded within the EU Framework Programme for Research and Innovation 
(Horizon 2020) under Grant Agreement No. 700542, aims at supporting the practical 
implementation of the regulation in Europe and beyond. 

For this purpose, the FutureTrust project will address the need for globally interoperable 
solutions through basic research with respect to the foundations of trust and trustworthiness, 
actively support the standardisation process in relevant areas, and provide Open Source 
software components and trustworthy services which will ease the use of eID and electronic 
signature technology in real world applications. In particular, the FutureTrust project will extend 
the existing European Trust Service Status List (TSL) infrastructure towards a “Global Trust 
List”, develop a comprehensive Open Source Validation Service as well as a scalable 
Preservation Service for electronic signatures and seals and will provide components for the 
eID-based application for qualified certificates across borders, and for the trustworthy creation of 
remote signatures and seals in a mobile environment.   
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4. Exploitation and Dissemination 

The key target for the exploitation is the dissemination of the FutureTrust results to support the 

practical implementation of the regulation 2014/910/EU on electronic identification (eID) and 

trusted services for electronic transactions in the internal market (eIDAS). FutureTrust develops 

new, widely compatible trust models, and complements them with an open-source reference 

implementation for a complete suite of authenticity-creating, authenticity-verifying and 

authenticity-preserving tools that build on earlier efforts like STORK, STORK 2.0, FutureID, e-

SENS, SD-DSS, Open eCard and SkIdentity (cf. item 1.3.3. of the Grant Agreement).  

FutureTrust aims at actively driving the standardization process (both through classical 

standardization efforts and through the availability of reference implementations) to provide the 

components of trustworthy services as a functional base for the adoption of digital trust 

solutions. These standardisation efforts lead to an infrastructure for validation, electronic 

signature preservation services, and trustworthy creation of remote signatures and seals, both in 

office and mobile environments. The focus is set on legally significant global electronic 

transactions in and between member states of the European Union with additional, special 

regard to interoperability with non-European Union member states. 

Where achievable, the consortium partners may opt to seek commercial benefit as an adjacent 

target by capitalizing on their in-depth knowledge from the FutureTrust development process 

and derived services and software. 
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5. Challenges 

As FutureTrust focuses on the practical implementation of the regulation 2014/910/EU on 

electronic identification (eID) and trusted services for electronic transactions in the internal 

market (eIDAS), it is vital that the results and their exploitation may be aligned with legal 

requirements of the different countries where the results shall find implementation; that is, as far 

as they are aligned with eIDAS, and that, possibly to a lesser extent, they are aligned with 

business requirements, e.g. providing a convincing Total Cost of Ownership1 (TCO) including 

deployment and integration into a business’ processes. Even though this is the target of the 

Grant Agreement No. 700542 itself, it also should find consideration in the dissemination 

process, particularly in efforts to persuade potential users to turn into actual, factual users of the 

FutureTrust results. 

Another possible challenge is the loss of control when the results are disseminated. When other 

stakeholders, e.g. (software) developers, use the results and begin to build upon the results, it is 

important for the consortium partners to support this use by ensuring proper implementation and 

preventing damage to the technology’s reputation. Thus, it may be a viable opportunity to retain 

proprietary control via intellectual property, e.g. in the form of copyright claims, whilst 

simultaneously allowing the liberal application of the results, e.g. via appropriate licenses and 

open standards. 

Since the requirements for the code deliverables are heterogeneous, a careful evaluation of the 

licenses to be used is advisable. Some deliverables are to be released under open-source 

licenses (D4.2, D4.3), where for D4.2 the concrete license is not prescribed by the Grant 

Agreement. The license for D4.3 is prescribed to be LGPL. 

                                                
1 The concept of TCO goes beyond licensing fees by integrating all costs associated with the 

deployment and use of a software over its complete lifetime which sometimes may not be plain 

obvious, such as the costs of employee training. This is considered a much more realistic and 

holistic approach than comparing just the licensing fees. 
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6. Means and Protection 

There are some aspects to foster the dissemination of the FutureTrust results.  

6.1 Dissemination amongst important stakeholders 

The first aspect is to establish valuable, potentially profitable, relations to various stakeholders to 

become connected. Connections may be established by extensive networking with experts and 

other individuals, even though this requires upfront efforts. Options for the consortium to network 

are attending relevant events such as national and international conferences, business 

meetings, or association annual meetings, e.g. of national or transnational notary associations. 

6.2 Managing Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)  

Moreover, the consortium partners may opt to protect the FutureTrust results by means of 

intellectual property. The World Intellectual Property Organization (2015) stated that intellectual 

property “refers to creations of the mind, such as inventions; literary and artistic works; designs; 

and symbols, names and images used in commerce”. Intellectual property is protected by 

intellectual property rights, which classify into intellectual property regimes such as patents, 

copyrights, trademarks, or trade secrets. The governing bodies in national jurisdiction define 

intellectual property rights and their diversity, particularly in terms of origin of rights, scope of 

protection and life-time of enforceability. As the different intellectual property regimes protect 

different aspects in ideas, inventions, or innovations, it is important to notice that the regimes 

cannot be used interchangeably, but may complement each other when jointly applied to 

achieve optimal levels of protection (Conley et al., 2013). Furthermore, it is important that 

intellectual property rights enable creators a (time) period of exclusivity. Herein, creators may opt 

to exclude third parties for a specific time period to use and economically benefit from 

inventions. However, owners do not have to make use of their exclusivity, wherefore seeking 

intellectual property protection does not conflict with the scope and targets of the Grant 

Agreement No. 700542, particularly when referring to open source provision of (some of) the 

FutureTrust results, which is a prerequisite of some project results. 

6.2.1 Patents on software 

Patents in the software domain have been a difficult affair in the US and the EU for over 10 

years. The nature of the FutureTrust project within the Horizon 2020 framework makes it difficult 

to simultaneously protect intellectual property, to provide open standards which everybody can 

implement, and to provide an open source or even copyleft licensed reference implementation 

which is as close as possible to deployment grade in terms of technological readiness. 

A patent generally provides right of exclusion pertaining to the use of some technology over a 

predefined period of time, often with the option for renewal (also: maintenance). This provides 

the patent holder with a large degree of control over the use of the technology itself, while the 

knowledge for implementation is available from the patent register. In practice this often leads to 

fractional patenting where inventions are not patented whole but partwise to restrict the amount 
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of disclosure of the whole technology, while at the same time protecting pivotal parts with a 

patent. 

For FutureTrust, since the project’s aspiration is a pure software implementation, applying for 

patents will be difficult as Art. 52(2) European Patenting Convention does not permit patenting 

computer software as such. Patenting a so-called computer-implemented technology is possible 

though if it solves a technical problem by means of software in a novel way. This requires the 

technology to be new, which might exclude most of FutureTrusts results unless patenting occurs 

before publishing the code and rendering it public knowledge, forfeiting the possibility of patent 

protection. 

6.2.2 Trademarks 

The consortium partners may agree on creating and applying a logo and underlying trademark. 

This should not be confused with the existing corporate identity of the project FutureTrust. What 

is referred to here is a distinct umbrella logo for the “complete package” as marketing effort to 

describe the service independent of its implementation. An example for the prior implementation 

of such a strategy would be the Intel Centrino logo which described a computer’s adherence to a 

set of hardware requirements set by Intel. By means of the Centrino logo/brand, Intel was able to 

sell multiple heterogeneous sets of hardware implementing the same set of standards under the 

same hood. The customers were guaranteed that their Centrino laptop would be able to perform 

all promised duties while hardware vendors like Intel and its partners could provide different 

tailor made solutions under one unified brand.  

6.2.3 Software Licenses 

Decisive tension potential for a future successful exploitation and dissemination strategy for 

FutureTrust results exists especially between fast and broad adoption facilitated by liberal 

licensing (e.g. BSD style or copyleft) and sufficient exploitation incentives, (possibly) facilitated 

by proprietary licensing options, like e.g. double licensing under a conditional copyleft license 

which forces only large commercial users to purchase a license in the traditional sense.2 

The consortium partners involved in code creation will most likely have to choose between the 

five most relevant licenses in this context: EUPL, GPL, AGPL, LGPL and BSD. This is due to the 

public nature of the project, which rules out full proprietary licensing from multiple angles, the 

most important one being that proprietary licenses in core components of FutureTrust will likely 

hinder broad adoption. 

                                                
2 Cf. the licensing strategy of The Qt Company and their Qt class library which is available under 

a proprietary license for commercial users and under the GPLv2/v3 and LGPLv3 licenses for 

non-commercial users distributing their derived work under compatible licenses. See 

https://www.qt.io/licensing/. 

https://www.qt.io/licensing/
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Looking at the license choices, EUPL is mostly compatible with copyleft-licenses of the GPL 

type, while the BSD license3 as the most liberal viable license offers the right to distribute 

derivative works in binary form, essentially offering the option for proprietary derivative works. 

The EUPL is popular with EU projects, as it includes copyleft while simultaneously being 

adapted to EU law, thus providing an edge in legal certainty over the GPL style licenses. 

The GPL style licenses include a copyleft component that ensures that every (sub)licensee 

inherits the same right to modification and redistribution, and this set of rights does not degrade 

by sublicensing. The AGPL is a variant tailor made for server-based software. It forces the 

provision of changes in code to all users of that server-based software, and is therefore relatively 

restrictive, and provides only little incentive for commercial further development. The LGPL is a 

variant that allows the inclusion of LGPL software in an otherwise proprietary software. When 

applied to e.g. an attractive library, the LGPL provides comparatively large incentives for 

commercial use of the software without promoting fragmentation through different, possibly 

incompatible, implementations. 

Depending on their exploitation goals, consortium partners will—see above—face conflicting 

goals when choosing between (1) a permissive license to increase the software’s acceptance by 

possible users/downstream implementers and (2) a more restrictive license which would allow 

for more and tighter control of the software and a higher value capture by the creators. There 

have been consultations on the optimal choice of licenses in FutureTrust. These are set to 

continue in years two and three. 

                                                
3 Revised or simplified BSD license is assumed. Cf. https://opensource.org/licenses/category. 

https://opensource.org/licenses/category
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7. Current Status 

Within the first 12 months of Future Trust, the consortium partners assigned the responsibility to 

develop an efficient dissemination, exploitation, and protection strategy to SWP Research. SWP 

Research began to develop a set of opportunities pertaining to the peculiarities of the 

FutureTrust project. Updates will be shared with the consortium partners on a regular basis, 

according to Working Package 6, specifically D6.4, D6.5, and D6.6, of the Grant Agreement No. 

700542. 

To detect possible deviations and incorporate the opinions and views of the consortium partners, 

a short questionnaire dealing with aspects of dissemination and protection will be distributed to 

the consortium partners on multiple occasions to check on validity through time. This will support 

crafting a viable exploitation strategy which will subsequently be endorsed by the partners. 

Hindrance will be reduced, leading to an increase in the efficiency in executing the proposed 

strategy. 

This section summarizes the status quo in technology dissemination, protection, and 

standardization efforts on a per partner basis. As a reference, the partners‘ original aspiration 

regarding technology exploitation and protection from the grant agreement is provided. 

To provide this overview of partners‘ exploitation efforts after year one, a simple survey was 

created and mailed to the consortium partners. These were asked to answer the questionnaire, 

which contained six questions to be as concise as possible. Herein, the brevity was intentional 

as at this early stage of the project, only few general trends and tendencies may be detected. 

Falling short of the original aspirations does not signal the need for adjustment or impending 

failure. Due to the staggered timing of FutureTrust work packages and deliverables, a full 

account and benchmark of exploitation and dissemination goals cannot be provided before the 

conclusion of the project. For more information, confer to risk no. 1/11 of Grant Agreement item 

1.3.5. 

7.1 Questionnaire 

The partners were asked to complete this questionnaire with short answers relating to their 

status quo. The partners‘ original answers were shortened as much as possible while aiming to 

prevent loss of information. Full length answers are attached. 

1. Are there any results from the first year of the project which you deem exploitable in 

terms of commercial value and/or intellectual property on behalf of your entity? 

2. What exploitable results in the above sense does your entity expect for the years 2 and 

3? 

3. What activities (if any) to protect, exploit and/or standardize these results are planned by 

your entity? 
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4. What activities (if any) to protect, exploit and/or standardize these results have been 

undertaken by your entity? 

5. Which commercial aims seem realizable for your entity within FutureTrust? 

6. Which project partners does your entity envision could be partners in exploiting 

FutureTrust results? Please go into detail if possible. 

7.2 ARhS 

Aspiration: Having a strong experience in the management and implementation of European 

projects but also in the conduct of open source projects (SD-DSS, TLManager), henceforth 

ARhS wishes to play a more prominent role in future in the research and implementation of 

innovative solutions in the field of digital trust. On the one hand, ARhS can thus offer such 

solutions to its institutional and private sector clients in order to improve their reliability, efficiency 

and profitability, on the other hand, this unique know-how will enable ARhS to distinguish itself 

from its competitors but also expand its customer portfolio. 

Answers: 

1. Design phase. 

2. Knowledge like signature standards or block-chain re-used in other/future projects. 

3. None, internal dissemination first. 

4. None. 

5. None, commercial objectives need planning. 

6. Evaluation in progress, collaboration opportunities with pilot implementers and EU 

Commission expected. 

7.3 A-SIT 

Aspiration: As a non-profit association, A-SIT will not commercially exploit the results. Being a 

notified body under the Signature Directive and planning to become conformity assessment 

body under the eIDAS Regulation, the plan is to introduce experience gained from FutureTrust 

into these formal duties. A-SIT's role in pilot validation is well suited for gaining the needed 

experience, as actual implementation of the project results is monitored, but no actual 

development is carried out by A-SIT itself, as that might interfere with the strict independence 

from actual products needed for a notified body / conformity assessment body. 

Answers: 

1. Project progress observation to prepare for task 2.7. 
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2. Evaluation of pilots (task 5.5) and development of evaluation methodology (task 2.7), 

spread knowledge, e.g. on context of conformity assessment. 

3. Commercial intellectual property protection possibilities regarded as limited. 

4. None. 

5. Commercial interests with commercial subsidiary A-SIT Plus, objective to gain 

experience in trust service evaluation. 

6. None. 

7.4 BRZ 

Aspiration: The BRZ will operate FutureTrust services and will support the pilot. Therefore, the 

knowledge and experiences from the use of the FutureTrust services will help to foster the 

understanding of the processes of authentication processes with new state-of-the-art 

cryptographic procedures for certificate validations, over all the validation service (ValS) and the 

international trust list service (gTSL). This knowledge will be actively widespread within the 

Austrian Federal Government. Furthermore, the international approach in the project will result in 

a comprising knowledge in technical specifications, over all the formats of cryptographic 

processes. 

Answers: 

1. Yes, D3.7. 

2. Implementation of FutureTrust applications by development teams in accordance with 

D3.7. 

3. No intellectual property protection planned (FutureTrust services ValS and gTSL are 

open source.). Standardisation targeted, when applicable. 

4. Standardisation, in accordance with D3.7. 

5. Execute successful pilot and finance project; other commercial objectives need planning. 

6. No plans. Collaboration for service gTSL as base for eID viable. 

7.5 BVA 

Aspiration: For the BVA the FutureTrust project will produce a significant impact on product 

portfolio and on activity as end-users in the area of trust services towards citizen and companies 

as well. Besides, the governmental communication will profit by an improvement of knowledge 

regarding identification and authentication technologies. It can be expected that the results will 
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impact the design and implementation of mobile security products in the field of mobile identity, 

mobile signature and mobile authentication as a service of governmental organizations. 

Answers: 

1. Establishment of working relation to consortium partners; consideration of legal 

foundations; setting up of eIDAS regulation infrastructure. 

2. Cooperate with project partners for implementation and evaluation of pilots; test 

demonstrator. 

3. Sharing of results planned, both intellectual property protection and standardisation 

targeted. 

4. None. 

5. No commercial objectives. 

6. No plans. 

7.6 EEMA 

Aspiration: For EEMA, the impact of dematerialisation of processes will be improved document 

management for members and associates from deploying interoperable electronic signature: 

Easier membership processing. As we already operate across Europe, the effect of a fully 

interoperable EU Digital Single Market would be to improve collaboration with other 

organisations. The expected impact from collaborating on this DS-05 proposal would be growing 

our membership, and so enabling greater knowledge transfer across the EU, which is part of 

EEMA’s aims. 

Answers: 

1. None. 

2. None. 

3. None. 

4. None. 

5. Dissemination of results to our members. 

6. Yes, with component providers (ECSEC, LAW, TUBITAK and Multicert) and other 

partners in consultancy. 
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7.7 Giesecke & Devrient 

Aspiration: For G&D the FutureTrust project will generate significant knowledge regarding 

requirements, architectures and protocols for strong identification and authentication for remote 

services like remote signing services. It can be expected that the results will impact the design 

and implementation of mobile security products in the field of mobile identity, mobile signature, 

and mobile authentication. Especially the new concepts for identification will have an important 

market impact for all kind of online services in the field of mobile payment, eCommerce and in 

general all kind of other authentication use cases. 

Answers: 

1. Development of first concept for modularization of mobile ID clients for various safety 

environments and protocols; first research results on existing smart cards for 

authentication. 

2. Continuation of tasks. 

3. Contribution of necessary FIDO specification additions to FIDO alliance, as to 

Deliverable D2.1, 4.21 and 6.3; intellectual property protection if relevant. 

4. Patent to incorporate personalized smart cards into strong authentication/mobile ID 

applications scheme filed. 

5. Add to product portfolio of strong authentication and mobile IDs; FutureTrust results 

comprise technological base for future commercial use; target markets are banking and 

finance sector, mobile networks, larger corporate clients, and governmental agencies. 

6. Collaboration with ECSEC, talks in progress. 

7.8 LAWTrust 

Aspiration: LAWtrust creates business value by applying standards based technology and 

processes to provide sustainable trust in electronic transactions. FutureTrust is of interest to 

LAWtrust in achieving global trust of verifiable and acceptable trustworthy identities, (the 

promise of e-ID) interacting with global financial services offering non-repudiation, originality, 

authenticity, and integrity in electronic transactions. The expected outcome is standards based, 

internationally (intercontinental) transparent mechanisms for the creation of trusted identities 

interacting with financial services (electronic transactions), thereby truly enabling the global 

citizen. 

1. Undetermined. 

2. Undetermined. 
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3. No plans, but open to opportunities. 

4. None. 

5. Undetermined. 

6. Evaluation in progress, collaboration with FutureTrust and external partners possible. 

7.9 MULTICERT 

Aspiration: Multicert wants to deliver turn-key solutions related to e-Mandates that take on the 

results of FutureTrust deliverables. The target markets are Banks, Payment Service Providers 

and Clearing and Settlement houses. The delivered solutions will allow the traditional model of 

initial investment and maintenance services, as well as multitenant capabilities to hold multiple 

providers, thus improving the infrastructure usage and allowing transaction-based revenue 

models. Multicert aims to be a reference provider of business oriented signing, authentication, 

and confidentiality solutions, taking full use of the eIDAS regulatory framework and the existing 

public and private eID infrastructures. Multicert wants to be a key player on making available an 

ever-growing number of trusted electronic services, bringing together citizens, governments, and 

companies in easier, faster, and cheaper processes. 

Answers: 

1. Demonstrator with mock services and limited features; some prospective commercial 

efforts; brochure for the e-Mandates product. 

2. Demonstrator to be displayed in some conferences (e.g. eID Conference in Colombia); 

develop sales leads for e-Mandates solution. 

3. Develop sales leads for e-Mandates solution. 

4. Measures related to sales of the e-Mandates solution. 

5. Plans to generate sales, after termination of FutureTrust project due to long sales cycle. 

6. Evaluation in progress, collaboration opportunities with EEMA. 

7.10 MUP RS 

Aspiration: None available from the grant agreement. 

Answers: 

1. As of now, no commercial opportunities were identified. 

2. Possible large scale implementation of FutureTrust-based eServices. 
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3. None. 

4. None. 

5. .Providing and incentivising the use of eServices for Citizens. 

6. No answer for now. 

7.11 PSDA 

Aspiration: For PSDA, participation in FutureTrust project brings opportunity to contribute its 

efforts for development and innovation to much broader audience and gain significant 

knowledge of the global trends for building electronic trust services. Role of the key player in 

Georgia in trust service development which is foreseen as one of the most important building 

blocks for e-Government and e-Business, mandates the Agency not to limit to country 

boundaries, but rather to constantly seek compatibility and interoperability at the global level. 

Our effort is fully aligned with Georgia's aspirations towards EU including the recently signed 

DCFTA agreement, for which paperless electronic communication will mean elimination of a 

physical distance and thus serve as an essential prerequisite for success. 

Answers: 

1. Pilot description, in accordance with WP3.7. 

2. eApostille verification system along with documentation and best practices for 

implementation. 

3. Intellectual property protection (licensing) preferred to open source. Dissemination and 

standardisation to raise awareness, might trigger third party exploitation of results. 

4. None. 

5. No plans to generate direct income. Targets are to increase visibility and presence and 

integrate products in EU and beyond. 

6. Evaluation in progress, collaboration opportunities with MUP and BVA expected. 

7.12 PwC 

Aspiration: For PwC, the FutureTrust project will generate knowledge with regard to foundations 

that support trust. This will help PwC both with creating new services on how to digitally 

transform 'old world' solutions, as well as with the creation of assurance related services. 

Answers: 
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1. D2.5 trust model, applied in two projects (trustworthiness review of commercial trust 

service provider's public key infrastructure; blockchain implementation). 

2. Deliverable D2.6 Trustworthiness evaluation. 

3. Only internally discussed. 

4. Only internal activities, FutureTrust material was included in internal knowledge 

management 

5. Enrichment of trust-related services. 

6. Evaluation in progress, collaboration opportunities with EEMA, MultiCert, and G&D. 

7.13 Ruhr-Universität Bochum 

Aspiration: RUB's exploitation plan focusses on the development of applicable fundamental 

research, striving for metrics to assess the quality of trust services in terms of trustworthiness, 

while not foregoing the applications security perspective. Where relevant, RUB will resort to the 

implementation of open source tools to demonstrate theoretical concepts and mitigate flaws in 

existing solutions. The desired results in the fields of trust services and fundamental metrics will 

be applicable in a variety of future research context and serve to advance the scientific 

knowledge in the field of trust and trust services. For RUB, FutureTrust's results will lead to new 

project and cooperation options with external companies. The challenging tasks RUB handles in 

this project will lead to formidable opportunities for Master and PhD students, resulting in highly 

relevant theses. 

Answers: 

1. Analysed current eID service specifications and designed concept for secure single sign-

on validation service. 

2. Implementation of secure single sign-on validation service. 

3. None. 

4. Publish results at scientific conferences. 

5. Published analyses of several project at several conferences, including ACM Conference 

on Computer and Communications Security 2016, IEEE European Symposium on 

Security and Privacy 2017, OWASP Europe, and TLS 1.3 Workshop on Design, 

Implementation & Verification in Paris. 

6. None. 
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7.14 University of Southampton 

Aspiration: For SOTON, the FutureTrust project will generate significant knowledge regarding 

requirements, liability regimes and architectures for e-ID schemes and the supply of trust 

services leading to unique opportunities for further interdisciplinary research and in particular 

Southampton Web Science PhD students. It will allow SOTON to strengthen its links with the 

Open Identity Exchange and the Identity Assurance Programme building the Gov.UK Verify 

scheme. 

Answers: 

1. None. 

2. Academic publications are expected. 

3. None. 

4. None. 

5. None. 

6. None. 

7.15 Trustable 

Aspiration: Trustable expects to expand its experience in the area of trust management, TSL 

handling and remote signing. Valuable source code artifacts from FutureTrust will be integrated 

into trustable's code base after the project. Additionally, trustable will propose results from 

FutureTrust to the OASIS and increase recognition and reputation. Overall, trustable expects to 

increase the value and the quality of its service offerings, especially its publicly available 

verification service. 

Answers: 

1. None. 

2. Real products form core components and pilots (by commercial partners); create 

awareness via mailings and survey. 

3. Intellectual property not relevant, standardization efforts targeted (OASIS and ETSI). 

4. Update DSS/X specification, verification protocol, JSON signatures, and evidence record 

verification. 
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5. Reputation gains, expertise, and visibility, but careful on commercial use of products and 

services; potentially option in consultancy. 

6. Collaboration with ECSEC; evaluation in progress, collaboration opportunities with 

AHRS. 

7.16 TÜBITAK 

Aspiration: TUBITAK plans use FutureTrust project results in its core business, e.g. Turkish 

National e-ID system, mobile e-ID technologies, and e-Signature libraries. Since UEKAE is the 

governmental public research institute and the main provider of Turkish government and policy-

makers in Turkey, FutureTrust’s trust architecture can be used in Turkey and it may have a high 

impact on Turkish trust models, and e-ID policies. According to the circular dated September 

2004 of the Prime Ministry; it was decided that the electronic certificate need of the public 

entities and organizations would be met by one single center and this duty was assigned to 

UEKAE. Thus, TUBITAK also act as a Public Certification Authority in Turkey and FutureTrust 

results will be exploited in e-Signature products developed by TUBITAK. FutureTrust will also 

allow TUBITAK to adopt Turkey into eIDAS regulations, which will create interoperability 

between EU and Turkey. 

Answers: 

1. None. 

2. Plans for implementation of FutureTrust results within the Turkish e-ID infrastructure 

exist. 

3. None. 

4. Software released under EUPL (earlier FP7 project) 

5. None. 

6. Collaboration with RUB and ECSEC for integration of SkIdentity in the Turkish e-ID card. 
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8. Outlook 

The aspiration of FutureTrust is mainly contribution to standardization and enabling a 

widespread adoption of e-business solutions within the EU single market and beyond. The 

status quo is explicitly not benchmarked versus the aspirations from the grant agreement, as it is 

impossible to arrive at a near homogeneous degree of achievement when their tasks are 

staggered heterogeneously over the project period. The reports for year two and year three will 

increase depth and degree of detail in this regard. Dissemination and exploitation activities will 

target partners and associated partners alike to maximize (1) the impact of the project and (2) to 

maximize exploitation of results contingent on a), which translates to hitting the sweet spot in 

licensing options as laid out above. 
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10. Appendix 

These are the full length answers of the FutureTrust consortium partners. Above, only a 

shortened version was reproduced to provide a quicker yet unbiased overview. 

ARhS 

1. The first year of the project was mainly related to a design phase. As such, there are no 

tangible results that could yet be exploitable in terms of commercial value nor intellectual 

property. 

2. The knowledge that was built around the various technologies used within the project, be 

it signature standards or block-chain concepts, have a very high probability of being re-

used in other/future projects. As such, we already have requests from other development 

teams regarding the integration of block-chain concepts within the applications they 

develop. 

3. There are no specific activities planned so far. There will probably be some internal 

dissemination first, in order to raise interest towards the related technologies. 

4. None. 

5. Nothing foreseen at this stage, however the implementation phase will most probably 

open opportunities. 

6. The pilot implementers and the EU Commission itself could probably be partners in 

exploiting the results further. More importantly, the perspective of deploying the GTSL 

component in production is something we see as potentially very beneficial to the 

Commission’s and ARHS’ image as new strong actors on the block-chain area. 

A-SIT 

1. A-SIT's main role is in evaluating the pilots (task 5.5), development of an evaluation 

methodology (task 2.7), respectively. These tasks only start in the second project year, 

A-SIT so far observed the project progress to prepare for task 2.7, which not yet gives 

exploitable results. 

2. A-SIT is an accredited conformation body under eIDAS, thus evaluation of EU qualified 

trust services is among its core businesses. With FutureTrust we expect a generalised 

methodology allowing to leverage to trust services beyond the EU. Expected exploitation 

is twofold: Firstly, from the experience gained in FutureTrust and under our non-profit 

mission we can provide input for third country dialogues once such discussions under 

eIDAS are entered into. Secondly, the commercial subsidiary A-SIT Plus can exploit the 

generalised methodology by offering a broader context of conformity assessment, like 

with trust services where no evaluation standards exist yet. 

3. Under the non-profit mission of A-SIT and with transparency requirements of a 

conformity assessment body commercial IP protection possibilities are limited. 
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4. None yet, see above as the IP protection means are limited. 

5. The commercial interests are mainly with the commercial subsidiary A-SIT Plus (linked 

third party in FutureTrust). The goal is to gain experience in trust service evaluation 

under FurtureTrust, in particular with third country schemes and with trust services where 

no assessment standards exist, which can give a competitive advantage. 

6. Currently no such joint exploitation is planned, as the role and independence 

requirements as an accredited conformity assessment body limit the possibilities of 

commercial alliances. 

BRZ 

1. Yes, D3.7. 

2. Implementation of FutureTrust applications by development teams in accordance with 

D3.7. 

3. No intellectual property protection planned (FutureTrust services ValS and gTSL are 

open source.). Standardisation targeted, when applicable. 

4. Standardisation, in accordance with D3.7. 

5. Execute successful pilot and finance project. Other commercial targets need planning. 

6. No plans. Collaboration for service gTSL as base for eID viable. 

BVA 

1. In year 1 of the project, the focus lay on the establishment of the working relation 

between the consortium partners. Furthermore, we were interested in the results of legal 

foundations, which were investigated during year 1. At the moment, we are concentrating 

on setting up the eIDAS regulation infrastructure which is scheduled to be available in 

September 2018. Apart from that we did not expect more results in year 1. 

2. In year 2-3 we are aiming to get a better overview of what the current state of the art is 

internationally. We would like to cooperate with the project partners during 

implementation and evaluation of the pilots and would like to test our demonstrator, 

which is already described in year 1. This demonstrator will be seen as a starting 

initiative, helping BVA to develop their administrative processes to become more digital 

and have an even stronger international scope. Possible application scenarios are found 

in all areas of BVA activities where application are received and processed through a 

web-portal (e.g. BAFöG, the German student loans; other grant management). The 

participation within this project will encourage other departments of BVA to further 

digitalise their workplace and processes. 

3. At the moment, we are willing to share our results freely. This is, however, contingent on 

a yet to be drafted plan for IP protection and, if deemed necessary, for standardisation. 

4. No measures of protection or standardisation have been established yet. 

5. As a public entity, BVA does not have commercial objectives and neither needs to exploit 

results for marketability. 
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6. At the moment we are not discussing exploitation cooperations. This is subject to change 

in year 2/3. 

EEMA 

1. None. 

2. None. 

3. None. 

4. None. 

5. Dissemination of results to our members. 

6. Yes, with component providers (ECSEC, LAW, TUBITAK and Multicert) and other 

parterns in consultancy. 

Giesecke & Devrient 

1. A first concept for the modularization of mobile ID clients to enable the incorporation of 

various safety environments to save ID credentials and various protocols exists. First 

research results on existing smart cards for authentication exist. A first concept how 

practically relevant links from identities and strong authentication via FIDO can be 

enabled. 

2. The concepts derived in year 1 will be continued and amended so that they become 

viable as the project terminates. 

3. As required, necessary additions of FIDO specifications will be contributed to FIDO 

alliance, where G+D is member and actively contributing. Possible additions to FIDO 

specifications are part of Deliverable D2.1, 4.21 and 6.3. Moreover, we plan to file 

patents if the new technology seems promising. 

4. A patent to incorporate existing, personalized smart cards into a scheme of strong 

authentication, was filed. This scheme can be integrated into mobile ID applications. 

5. The concepts and developments add to the product portfolio of strong authentication and 

mobile IDs. The FutureTrust results comprise the technological base for future 

commercial use in this area as well as identity management. Target markets are the 

banking and finance sector, mobile networks, and larger corporate clients. Governmental 

agencies will be addressed via G+D’s joint venture Veridos. 

6. Yes, collaboration with ECSEC seems promising as the product portfolios complement 

each other. First talks are planned. 

LAWtrust 

1. Yes but undetermined at this stage. 

2. LAWtrust are unable to determine exploitable results at this time. 

3. LAWtrust has no set plans, LAWtrust are always seeking to improve and align to 

European standards where applicable. Where appropriate LAWtrust may align ist 

servicesto those standards. 
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4. At this moment in time, since there is no identified exploitable result or no set plan, there 

are no activities for the planning of protection, exploitation and/or standardization. 

5. LAWtrust are unable to determine any commercial gains at this time. 

6. LAWtrust are on a global expansion growth path and any growth relating to the results 

may include partnering with any of the FutureTrust partners or other partners outside of 

the consortium. 

MULTICERT 

1. During the first year of the project, Multicert has made significant effort to develop and 

come up with a demonstrator based on mock services and limited feature set, but rich 

enough to show the standard workflow of an e-Mandate and a glimpse of the user 

experience. This has been the basis of some initial prospective commercial efforts. 

Multicert has also prepared a brochure for the e-Mandates product. 

2. Multicert expects to show the demonstrator on its booths in some conferences (e.g. eID 

Conference in Colombia) and develop sales leads. 

3. Multicert’s commercial efforts are dedicated to sales leads of the e-Mandates solution. 

4. Multicert’s commercial efforts are dedicated to sales leads of the e-Mandates solution. 

5. Following sales leads, we expect to sell and deploy the solution in at least one customer, 

but most probably not within the timeframe of the FutureTrust project, as typically the 

sales cycle is very long. 

6. EEMA can help on reaching out some customers of the e-Mandates solution (e.g. 

Payment Service Providers) as well as making room for e-Mandates sessions and 

demonstrations on the conferences they are regularly promoting. 

MUP RS 

1. Currently, we don't see that any of the projects have exploitable commercial value for us. 

2. When the new legislation, which is very similar to eIDAS regulation, enters into force in 

Serbia, the main benefits for Serbia can be applying and implementing the usage of 

eServices which are the scope of the FutureTrust consortium. 

3. None of the above mentioned activities are planned at the moment. 

4. None of the above mentioned activities are in progress at the moment. 

5. Since we are not a commercial entity, we tend to promote large-scale usage of eServices 

for citizens. 

6. No answer for now. 

PSDA 

1. PSDA of course produced pilot description document under WP3.7. However, if my 

understanding is correct, this document and its content belongs to the consortium, not to 

its particular member (e.g. PSDA). 
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2. eApostille Verification System itself (PSDA pilot) which is planned to be released with 

open source license, along with documentation and best practices of implementing 

interoperable eApostille systems. 

3. Open source license won’t be too permissive, to protect PSDA intellectual rights (e.g. 

GPLv3, we may also consider more permissive licensing model like LGPLv3 or 

something similar). We will use dissemination activities to raise awareness about our 

results (mainly in the field of eApostille) which may trigger exploitation by other parties, 

as well as standardization activities too. PSDA itself will also exploit eApostille 

Verification System to let anybody to verify eApostilles issued by PSDA itself in the 

future. 

4. None. 

5. Currently PSDA has no plans to generate direct income from FutureTrust-related 

activities. PSDA’s main aim is to increase its visibility and presence, make its products 

(e.g. electronic ID cards, certificates) integrated in EU-scale systems, and contribute with 

specifics (if any) of non-EU country in the project. 

6. We think to use opportunity of having public institution like Ministry of Interior Republic of 

Serbia (MUP) as a consortium member for exploiting results related to eApostille pilot in 

their country. In addition to this, PSDA is very much interested in electronic document 

exchange, especially in the area of breeder documents (e.g. birth certificates), etc. And 

since eApostille pilot makes some assumptions regarding digitally-born breeder 

documents, we may also cooperate with  different project partners which may also share 

our interest in this field  (e.g. BVA and MUP). 

PwC 

1. PwC elaborated the deliverable 'D2.5 Trust model'. Although not yet officially submitted, 

we were already able to make use of it in two projects.  The first project concerns a 

review for a commercial Trust Service Provider, who wanted an opinion regarding the 

overall organisation and trustworthiness of its Public Key Infrastructure. The second 

project concerns a blockchain implementation, where the concepts modelled in D2.5 are 

used as a foundation to evaluate trust in this new distributed paradigm of the blockchain. 

2. We hope to be able to make use of the Deliverable 'D2.6 Trustworthiness evaluation' as 

well. 

3. Only internal meetings and discussions. 

4. Only internal activities. FutureTrust material was included in internal knowledge 

management. 

5. An enrichment and qualification of our trust-related services. 

6. Evaluation outstanding. EEMA is a good candidate. MULTICERT and G+D are also 

relevant. 
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Ruhr-Universität Bochum 

1. Our goal is to design and implement a secure Single Sign-On validation service, 

which is robust against newest attacks. For this purpose, we analyzed the current 

specifications of eID services to get an overview of the relevant standards and their 

security technologies. Based on our analyses we designed a concept for a secure 

validation service. Its implementation will be a target in the next years. 

2. None. 

3. None. 

4. No, we will release our implementation as open source. Our main goal is to publish 

the achieved results at scientific conferences. 

5. Yes, our work relevant to the security of eID services has been published at several 

conferences: Our analysis on the security of Transport Layer Security (TLS) libraries 

with the title Systematic fuzzing ant testing of TLS libraries has been published at the 

ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security 2016. Our analysis of 

Single Sign-On relevant standards resulted in a paper titled SoK: Single Sign-On 

Security – An Evaluation of OpenID Connect. This paper was presented at IEEE 

European Symposium on Security and Privacy 2017. It shows a systematic analysis 

of attacks on the OpenID Connect protocol, including new protocol vulnerabilities. 

Because of our work, the OpenID Connect specification was updated to contain 

important countermeasures. This year at OWASP Europe, we provided a 3-day 

training addressing the security of Single Sign-On protocols. Moreover, at the 

conference we presented the results of a comprehensive security analysis of existing 

JSON security libraries revealing new insights and discovering different 

vulnerabilities. Such libraries are used in popular Single Sign-On protocols like 

OpenID Connect and OAuth. In addition to the above-mentioned results, we 

presented our work at different well-known conferences and workshops like the TLS 

1.3 Workshop on Design, Implementation & Verification in Paris. 

6. None. 

University of Southampton 

1. None. 

2. Publications expected. 

3. None. 

4. None. 

5. None. 

6. None. 

Trustable 

1. None. 
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2. We expect that the commercial partners will derive real products form the core 

components and pilots. We wish to create awareness via mailings and a survey, which 

shall be ready for the Belgrade meeting. 

3. Intellectual property is not relevant for us, as our code is nothing special and available via 

GPL. Our work contributes to the standardization efforts (OASIS and ETSI). 

4. At OASIS, we work on an update of the DSS/X specification (signing, time stamping and 

verification interface). Sub-standards for the verification protocol, JSON signatures and 

evidence record verification also pertain to FutureTrust. Parallel, we work to get our 

verification protocol accepted at ETSI as well. 

5. This is tough to quantify. Primarily, we see reputation gains, expertise, and visibility. 

However, due to bad experiences, we only carefully judge the commercial use of 

products and services. Potentially, we main be able to gain interesting orders via 

consulting. 

6. We already cooperate with ECSEC and work to generate additional collaboration 

options. Precisely, we will use AHRS’ verification service as a base for our products. 

TÜBITAK 

1. N/A 

2. TUBITAK plans use FutureTrust project results in its core business, e.g. Turkish National 

e-ID system, mobile e-ID technologies, and e-Signature libraries. Since UEKAE is the 

governmental public research institute and the main provider of Turkish government and 

policy-makers in Turkey, FutureTrust’s trust architecture can be used in Turkey and it 

may have a high impact on Turkish trust models, and e-ID policies. FutureTrust will also 

allow TUBITAK to adopt Turkey into eIDAS regulations, which will create interoperability 

between EU and Turkey. TUBITAK has already developed a generic testbed (i.e. Minder 

Testbed) in FP7 e-SENS project. Minder testbed will extend its testing portfolio by 

performing tests of FutureTrust project outputs. 

3. Minder testbed has proven its capability in FP7 e-SENS project by performing a number 

of conformance and interoperability tests. It is under EUPL license. Minder testbed will be 

used in FutureTrust project. 

4. Minder Testbed is under EUPL license. 

5. Minder Testbed will be used in testing of FutureTrust project outputs. Thus, it is planned 

to extend testing portfolio of Minder testbed. 

6. TÜBİTAK plans to integrate Turkish e-ID card with SkIdentity. Thus, it plans to heavily 

collaborate with RUB and ECSEC. 


